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View north from Broadway and Olympic showing east side of Broadway.
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View south from Broadway and 9th Street showing west side of Broadway.
View south from Broadway and 9th Street showing east side of Broadway.
View north from 5th Street showing west side of Broadway.
View north from 5th Street showing east side of Broadway.
View north from 3rd Street showing east side of Broadway.
View north from 3rd Street showing west side of Broadway.
Original Bullock's Building at Seventh and Broadway. Note original design of Bullock's storefront was large show windows with transom window above.

Supplementary photo #1 of 8
Original storefront facade of Earl Building has been modified to reflect unified composition of storefront facades. To left of the Earl Building, west along 7th Street, the space between the Earl and Eshman Buildings is the location of St. Vincent Place prior to construction of bridge building in 1921.
Seventh and Hill Streets: At the center are the two Hart Buildings appearing as a single structure on the corner. To the left is the Pease Building, then the Gennet Bldg. To the right is the Eshman Building, Bridge, and the Earl building. Note the unified storefront and second story facades.

Supplementary photo #3 of 8
This photo illustrates the use of Bullock's unified composition for the storefront facades of various buildings within the complex. The entrance to St. Vincent Place under the bridge structure is also shown to the right center of the photograph.
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